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Wholesale art canvas

Our high-quality canvas boards are ready to take paint! Made with a light cotton canvas at 1/8 in (3.18mm) support, these boards are pre-primed with acrylic heso, making them suitable for oils, acrylics, tempera and mixed media. 4 x 5/101.6 mm x 127 mm Double coated with acrylic primer Perfect with oil and acrylic pain
Clearly wrapped with retail flash pre-stretched Fredrix canvas in red label, gallery edges, black label, linen, ultrasmom, and canvas panels. Canvas pads from Fredrix and Bienfang canvas. Fredriks Gallerywrap Square Canvas. Winsor-Newton deep edge, gallery ready cotton canvas. Winsor-Newton Deep Edge 100%
underwear in a wide range of sizes. The big duck canvas artist is available in 7 ounces, 8 ounces, 10 ounces, #12, #10 and #8. Both primed and unprimed are available in different widths to meet your exact artistic requirements. Be kind to your wallet: Buy a blank canvas online in the yard or the whole roll, and take
advantage of our factory direct wholesale deals on any size order. Looking for a 96 primed canvas artist? Have. Need more of it? We offer rolls up to 144 (12 feet) wide! Big Duck offers the widest range of width in both our primed and permanent canvas fabrics. And all our artwork is made of 100% of the A cotton variety.
Shop us once and you'll know why artists across the United States and Canada and far beyond-trust big duck for all their canvas needs! Primed Painting Canvas Our primed canvas is triple primed with white acid without titanium/acrylic hesso using advanced technology; It can be used with oil paints, alkyds or acrylic
paints and is certified for archival and gallery use. Popular uses of typical applications for our cotton canvas art include: paintings, stretched canvas, frescoes, banners, backgrounds, photo backgrounds, projection screens, floor fabrics and more... we just can't draw a line. CLICK HERE BOOKMARK THIS PAGE
Stretched Canvas Made in the U.S.: Proud Cut and Hands Stretched in Our N. Hollywood Facility for just 1-2 days Gallery stretched: The same fine cotton canvas described above, now supplied by stretched on oven-dried stretcher bars. The entire canvas gallery is stretched, which means that the staples are only in the
back and cannot be seen once the canvas is on the wall. Thicker and stronger canvas: We use a 13 ounce Triple Primed canvas thicker, stronger and more durable than most of our competitors. Triple Primed: The entire canvas is covered with 3 layers of gesso, making it ready to draw and smooth the surface for a
medium-smooth texture. Rust Free: Every product we use is galvanized, eliminating staples. Perfect Angles: We use precision machinist to create perfect 90 degree angles when assembling all of our stretcher frames. No rubber or vinyl splines: Our canvases don't use splines in this way, eliminating the risk of spline
popping up - which free canvas, which will eventually need to be re-stretched. Kiln Dried Stretch Bars and Braces : Make the frame very strong and stable- guaranteed not warp. Any canvas over 30 years old is prepared to add additional strength. Dimensions 36x48 and up also includes angular braces. NEED TO
STRETCH THE CANVAS? CLICK HERE NEED TO DRAW ON CANVAS? CLICK HERE More Stretched Canvas( And Canvas Panels Thicker'stronger canvas: We use 7 Oz Triple Primed - thicker, stronger and more durable than any of our competitors. (Most competitors sell you 3-5 ounces of canvas-Ours is almost
twice as thick) Solid board: The same thin cotton canvas, described above, is set on a solid 1/8 thick board to provide maximum strength and stability. Triple Primed: The entire canvas is covered with 3 layers of gesso, making it ready to draw and smooth the surface for a medium-smooth texture. Perfect Angles: We
use precision machinist to create perfect 90-degree angles.
More canvas Panels, Canvas Rolls Our thin cotton canvas is artfully woven from high-quality, 100% cotton yarn. Acid free and ph balanced ensures that it will take any pattern environment and will never be yellow or cracked with age. Suitable for
painting (with any kind of paint), frescoes, backgrounds, projection screens. Floor canvases, stage and more. Available primed or unprimed. Our primed canvas is three times covered with acrylic hesso and ready to draw. Order in one yard step, or to get the best offer to buy in rolls. Save up to 20% - At All Canvas
Rolls Discount Coupon Code 5% Off Orders $1500 and Up BOEFL4644 10% Off Orders $3000 and Up TWMIGF3II60L 60L 15% Orders 6000 and up O78D88AM1VG93 20% Orders $10,000 and up YBB3NGHUR44G0 More canvas rolls please send requests to info@wholesalecanvas.com. Administrator Login Login
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